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ARMSTRONG RELATIONS AND STRONG
DEPENDENCIES
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Abstract. In this paper, the concept of strong scheme is introduced. We prove that
the membership problem for strong dependencies ill solved by an algorithm in polynomial
time.
We give a necessary and sufficient condition for a relation to be Armstrong relation of a
given strong scheme.
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RESULTS
Definition 1. Let U be a nonempty finite set, R = {hI, ..., hm} relation over U
and A, U ~ U. We say that B strongly depend on A in R (denote A ; I B) if
Vhi, hj E r have hi(a) = hj(a) for some a E A implies hi(b) = hj(b) for all s e B.
Let 8R = {(A, B) : A ~ B}.
R
RR is called a full family of strong dependencies of R. Where we write (A, B) or
A ~ B when R, s are clear from the context.
Definition 2. Let U = {aI, ..., an} be a nonempty finite set attributes. A strong
dependency (8D) is a statement of the form A ~ B, where A, B ~ U. The
SD A -+ B hold in a relation R = {hI! "'J hm} over U if A ~ B. We also say
R
that r satisfies the 8D A ~ B.
Definition 3. Let U = {aI, ..., an} be a nonempty finite set attributes and P(U)
its power set. Let Y ~ P(U) X P(U). We say Y is a s-family if all A, B, C, D ~ U
and a E U
81: ({a},{a})EY
82: (A, B) E Y, (B, C) E Y, B is no empty set ===> (A, C) E Y,
83: (A, B) E Y, C ~ A, D ~ B ===> (C, D) E Y,
84: (A, B) E Y, (C, D) E Y ===> (A U C, B n D) E Y,
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85: (A, B) E Y, (C, D) E Y ===} (A n C, BUD) E Y.
Clearly, 8R is a s-family over U. It is know [6] that if Y is an arbitrary
s-family, then there is a relation Rover U such that 8R = Y.
Definition 4. A strong scheme G is a pair (U, 8), where U is a finite set of
attributes, and 8 a set of SDs over U.
Let 8+ be a set of all 8Ds that can be derived from 8 by rules Definition 3.
It can be seen [6] that if G = (U, S) is a strong scheme then there is a relation
R oves U such that SR = S+. Such a relation called Armstrong relation of G.
Definition 5. The mapping F: P(U) -+ P(U) is called a strong operation over
U if every a, s « U and A E P(U) the following properties hold:
(1) F(O) = U,
(2) a E F({a}),
(3) bE F({b}) implies F({b}) ~ F({a}),
(4) F(A) = n F({a}).
aEA
Clearly, if A ~ B then F(B) ~ F(A), and F(A) U F(B) = F(A U B). It can be
seen that the set {F({a}) : a E U} determines the set {F(A) : A E P(U)}.
Definition 6. Let R = {hi, ... , hm} be a relation over U and A, B ~ U. Then we
say B functionally depends on A in R (denote A -+ B) if
Vhi, hj E R) (Va E A) (hi(a) = hj(a)) ===} (Vb E B) (hi(b) = hj(b))
Let FR = {(A, B) : A, B C U, A ~ B}- R
Theorem 1. [11] Let S a s-family over U. We define the mapping F, as follows:
Fs(A) = {a E U : (A, {a}) E S}. Then Fs is a strong operation over U. Con-
versely, if F is a strong operation over U then there is exactly one s-family over
U such that F; = F, where S = {(A, B) : B ~ F(A)}.
This theorem shows that between s-familys and strong operation there exists
an one-to-one corresponding.
Lemma 1. Let G = (U, 8) be a strong sheme, and A E P(U). We set A + = {a E
U: A -+ a E 8+}. Then A -+ B E S+ holds iff B ~ A+ hold.
Proof. If B E A+ then by definition of A+ we have A -+ {a} Va E B. By S5
A -+ B holds. The converse case is clear.
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Algorithm 1. (Finding {a}+)
In put: Given a strong scheme G = (U, 8 = {Ai -4 B, : i = 1, ... , m}), a E U.
Output: Compute {a} + .
We compute {a} + by induction
Step 1: a E U we set XO = {a}
Step i+ 1: If there is an Aj ~ Bj E 8 so that Aj n XCi) =I 0 and B ct XCi)
then X(i+l))= XCi) u ( U Bj).
Ajnx<i) =/=OZ
In the converse case we set {a} + = Xl. It is easy to see that there is a t such
that
{a} ~~ X(1) ~ ... ~ XCt) = XCt+I) = ... and we set {a}+ = xCt).
Proposition 1. For each a E U, Algorithm 1 computes {a} +.
Proof. We have to prove that an attribute a' E {a} + iff a' E XCt) holds.
¢::: we have prove by the induction. It is obvious that XO = a E {a} +. We assume
that XCI) ~ {a}+, and a' E XCHI) - Xci). Then there is Aj ~ Bj E 8 so that
acapXCi) =I 0, a' E Bj - Xci). By the inductive hypothesis {a} ~ XCi) holds.
According to 83 we have XCi) ~ T = Aj n Xci). hence, {a} ~ T holds. By 83
we have T -e+ B]. By S2 {a} ~ Bj holds. Consequently, {a} ~ T holds, i.e.
a' E {a}+.
::}: From rules 84 and 85 we can see that 8D {ail, ... , ais} ~ {bjl' ... , bjp} is
equivalent to the set of D8s {{ ail} ~ {bjd, ... , {ais} ~ {bjp}}. Thus, we can
assume that the set 8 only contains SD s form {b} ~ {c} we call a sequence SD s
(h, ..., !m) is a derivation of a 8D {a} ~ B iff !m = {a} ~ B and for each
i :1 :S i :S m one of the following holds:
(1)!i E8 or Ii = {a} ~ {a},
(2) Ii is the rusult of applying the 82 to two of 8Ds h, ..., Ii-I,
(3) Ii is the rusult of applying the 83 to one of 8Ds h,···, Ii-I,
(4) Ii is the rusult of applying the 84 or 85 to two of 8Ds h, ..., Ii-I,
By induction on the leghth of the (shortest) derivation of {a} ~ B we show
the converse. Because the set 8 only contains the Sds form {b} ~ {c} and
by rules 84 we assume (without loss of generality) that in the derivation of a
SDs{a} ~ B h = {a} ~ {aj}, where aj E U and each Ii has the form {a} ~ C
or Ii E 8. We assume that a' E {a}+ and a' E B. If the sequence {h, ..., !m} of
{a} ~ B has m = 1 then it is obvios that B ~ XCt). Nowwe consider the devation
{h, ..., !HI} of {a} ~ B. If !HI = {a} ~ B = {a'} then by the construction of
X we obtain a' E XCt). It is easy to see that if !HI is the result of applying 82
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to Ip and Ip (1 ~ P < i, 1 < q < i) or is result of applying 53 to Is (1 ~ s < i)
then by the induction hypothesis and the construction of X(t) B ~ X(t) holds. If
Ii+l is the result of applying 55 (54) two 5Ds Ip = {a} ---t C and Iq = {a} ---t D
(p, q ~ i) then by the induction hypothesis there are X(l} and X(h) such that
C ~ X(I), D ~ X(h). We set s = max(l, h), then B = CuD ~ X(s) and
B = enD ~ x(l}. Thus, B ~ X(t), i.e. a' E X(t). The proposition is proved.
It can be seen that Algorithm 1 is polynomial time in the \U\, \G\, and A+ =n {a} +. Thus, the following proposition is clear.
aEA
Proposition 2. (The membership problem)
Let G = (U, 5) be a strong scheme over U, and A ---t B is a strong dependency,
then there is a pollynomial time algrithm deciding whether A ---t B E 5+.
Definition 7. Let R = {hI, ..., hm} be a relation over U. RE is the equality set
of R, i.e. Eij = {a E U : hi(a) = hj(a)} and ER = {Eij : 1 ~C~ j ~m}. We set
E(a) = n Eij if there is a such Eij in the converse case set E(a) = U, where
«es.,
aE U.
Denote E'R = {E(a) : a E U}. E'R is called the attribute-equality set of R.
Clearly, we can compute E'R in polynmial time in the size of R.
'I'heoram 2. Let G = (U, S) be a strong scheme, R = {hI, ... , hm} a relation
over U and E'R in the attribute equality set of R.
Then necessary and sufficient condition for R to be Armtrong relation of strong
sheme G is for each a E U : {a}+ = E(a), where E(a) E E'R.
Proof. We set A~ = {a E U : A ~ {a}}.
R
.Now we show that {a}~ = E(a) for each a EU. By definition of strong
dependency we know that for any a E U : {a} ~ B iff {a} -...L..~B.
R R
Denote H = {Eij : a E Eij} It can be seen that if H = 0 then {a} ~ U.
R
We assume that H =1= 0. It is easy to see that if H = ER holds, then by the
definition of E(a) and definiton of strong dependency {a} ~ E(a) holds.
R
If H ~ E R holds then for Eij rJ. H we obatain hi (a) =1= hj (a). Consequently,
{a} ~ E(a).
R
It can seen that VE : E ::> E(a) we obtain {a} ;) E(a).
According to the definition of {a} ~ we have {a} i = E (a) .
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Clearly, by Theorem 1 we can see that SR = S+ iff for each a E U : {a} +
{a}~ holds. Thus, if SR = S+ holds then {a}+ = E(a) for all a E U.
Conversely, according to Theorem 1 and base on {a}~ = E(a) for all a E U
we obain SR = S+. The theorem is proved.
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